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ABSTRACT. 
Traditional theories of vocational choice, ouch as 

Ginzberg et al., Super, Roe, and Holland, assume or imply 
that vocational choice is a. process continuing for a 
number of' yeG.rs, in which the n ;mber of choices made 

becomes les€ with increasing age, and these choices 
become more realistic~ Aleo the outcome of this process 
is of vital importance to the life and well-being of the 
individual. A number of problems are inherent in such 
assumptions .. 

Because most of the research in this area has failed 
to adequately define what is meant by vocational choice, 
or to make distinctions between the kinds of jobs an 
individual would like, and e.ctually expects to end up 
doing, then the discussions about the number and basis in 
reality of stated vocational choicer: are pointless. It 
ha.a been found that one author's definition of vocational 
choice has been quite different from another's and yet 
their discuseions would suggest they were the same. 

Theor1ec which assume that a vocational choice, and 
indeed work itself, is important in the lives of 
individuals need to be carefully re-examined. A growing 
body of evidence suggests that with such factors as 
automation and increaoing leisure time many people are 
turning to non-work aspects of their lives for fulfilment. 

The precent study reviews the literature concerning 
these aspects and investigates the vocational choices of 
a sample of 646 males and females aged 11 to 17 years. 

A distinction wae made between vocational attainment, 
vocational choice, vocatim1al preference and vocational 
aspiration .. Vocational attainment was the job actually 
entered,. Vocational choice was the job that was expected 
to be entered .. Vocational preference wac a job liked, 
but for some reason or reason~, was not expected to be 

entered .. Vocational aspiration was the job liked, 
assuming there were no obstacles to its entry .. 
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'l'he number and kinds of choices, preferenceF and 
aspirationr were studied, as well as the number and 
kinds of reasone given .. Differences in results between 
males and females were sought,. 

EeeultE suggest that young people can dietinguish 
between vocational choices, vocational preferences and 

vocational aepirationr ae oarly as age 11. ~he number 
of selections in each age/E;ex group waP few* but there 

were many and varied kindE:: selectec.. There were few 

reasons given, but a variety of kindE: of reasons., 
fignificant differences were found between the reEUlts 
of males and females, pr,rticularly in the kinds of jobs 
selected a£ choices and the !r...indr:z of reasons given for 
ther:e. 

It was concluded that the data indicated that 
choices ttre realistic from an early age', and therefore 
there is not a gradual reduction in the number of choicet' 
made with increaEing age. Alco, since the choice is 
made quite eDrly, it doe1:; not have a grePt significance 

in the live£ of many adolescents. Considering that work 
appeare to be going to have lees importance in people's 
lives in the future, perhaps vocational couneellors need 
to be concerned more with counselling on P.tyles· of life, 

rather than simply on eventual job attainment. 
Implications for vocational theoriec: are d1Ecussed. 
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I?,'l1RODUCTION. 

Currentlyt theories of vocational choice are at a 
turning point. The flurry ot activity 1n this area, 
following in the wake of the pronouncements of Ginzberg 
ot a1 •• nearly 25 years ago, has resulted in a great 
diversity of theorizing. However, there is considerable 
evidence to suggest that these theories are not adequate 
to meet present needs, and will certainly not meet those 
or the future. 

There are three main areas of concern. The first 
is the emphasis which the theories place on the importance, 
in the lives of children, or making a vocational choice. 
The second is the extent to which these choices are 
considered to be based on reality. And thirdly, there ie 
the con1Diderable confusion about what a vocational choice 
is .. 

In a changing world situation, where there is a 
growing trend towards more leisure and less work, it was 
felt that there would be an increased interest in leisure 
activities, and a reduction in the importance or work in 
the lives of children. The latter would be reflected in 
an early realistic decision about a vocation, because a 
child learns from his own world, at a young age, those 
factors which are most determinative in attaining a job1 

Since attaining is different from choosing, preferring 
and aspiring, distinctions between these kinda of 
vocational selections were deemed necessary. 

The ability of individuals to function in the future 
societies envisioned by such writere as Warnath (1975), 
depende on the kinds of l~fe styleg developed today. 
These will include vocations* but it is felt that 
vocational choice theories need to seek new directions. 
not based almost solely on work as in the past, but on 
the whole life of the individual. 

It was in thie context that the present literature 
review and survey of thece areas or concern was conducted. 
It was felt they would give some evidence to indicate 



which way vocational choice theories should turn. to 
meet future needs. 
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Crites (1969) in hie survey of vocational 
psychology, claaeities the major theories of vocational 
choice under three general headings. These are non
paychological.1 psychological and general~ The non
psychological theories are the accident, economic and 
sociological theories. These imply that an 1.nditlclual 
enters a vocation solely because of environmental 
factors which are 1n oparation. They deal respectively 
with chance or contingency factors, the laws ot supply 
and demand, and the folkways and institutions of society. 

The psychologic~l theories of vocational choice 
place emphasis on the individual as a vital variable in 
the process of making a vocational choice. These theories 
assume the individual. does have some freedom of choice. 
Crites lists four major types of psychological theories~ 
These are trait and factor, psychodynamic, developmental, 
and decision making, According to Crites• each of these 
emphasizee a different aspect of the behaviour of the 
ind1Vidual as the basic factor in choice. 

General theories of vocational choice are, according 
to Crites, those which recognize that many factors may 
a!fect choice• and which attempt to outline the 
interaction or these factors in determining the indi.vidual's 
preferences for occupations and how they impinge upon 
the ocoupation•s selection of individuals. These theories 
are the interdisciplinary conceptions of vocational 
choice as outlined by Blau et• al. (19%), a general 
dovelopmental interpretation of vocational choice euch 
as that or Super (1957), and a typological theory of 
vocational choice as outlined by Holland (1973)-

Crites feels that the most predominant and 
influential theories have been the psychological, 
particularly the aelf theory (psychodynamic) and 
developmental theories or a combination ot them. The 
theories which appear to have had the most innuence in 
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psychology seem to fall into these categories. They 
are the theories ot Ginzberg et ali (1951), Super (1953), 
Roe (t956) and Holland (1973), 

Ginzberg et al. (1951) pointed out that vocational 
couneellors were attempting to couneel without any 
theory ae to how vocational choices were made. Crites 
(1969) eitee the work of Carter in the £ort1ee as evidence 
that this was not quite so, but concedes that the work 
or Ginzberg et al. was the first real attempt to make an 
explicit theory. Ginzberg et al. stated that the basic 
elements in their theory or occupational choice were 
that it is a process, the process is largely irrevereible, 
and that compromise is an essential aepect of every 
choice. They believed that, 

••occupational choice is a process that takes place 
over a minimum or six or seven years• and more 
typically, over ten years or more. Second, since 
each decision during adolescence is related to 
one's experience up to that pointt and in turn has 
an influence on the future, the process or decision
making is basically irrevoroible. Finally, since 
occupational choice involves the balancing of a 
series of subjective elementE with the opportunities 
and limitations or reality, the crystallization ot 
occupational choiee inevitably has the quality of 
a compromise." (p~198}. 

The underlying belief of their approach was the premise 
that occupational choice was a developmental process 
involving deci~ion~mald.ng. This could be divided•into 
three periods• fantasy. tentative and realistic 
choices. These periods were approximately from ages 2-10, 
10-17 and 17•21 respectivelyi In each period there was 
an increased tendency to make realistic choices. 

The theory has been criticized for being inadequate 
by Super (1953), in terms of research design, numbers in 
the basic study, definition of choice, and because it 
does not adequately build on previous work or descrlbe 
the compromise process. However, it's significance lies 
in the fact that it was the first real attempt at a 
cohosive theory. 

Supor c1.d his associates. (1953, 1957t 1961a, 1961b, 



1962, 1970), have maue UEe of the wori-... of Ginzberg et 
al. (1951), as well as others, and prerent vocational 
development as an ongoing, continuous and generally 

·irrever~ible process. For Super the caroer process is 
a compromiee within which is operatin6 hi~ main 
construct, the development anc: i:mplementation of the 
self-concept. Super & Bohn (1970) write or the 'choosing 
person• as 

"one whoce selt-concent and whoee underetandina 
of the world around bi!!t guide his decisions as he 
seeks self-actualization ••• Self-concepte are formed 
in early experiences with other people and with 
life situationa; they are translated into 
occupational preferences through identification, 
experience, and observation. They are implemented 
in educational and occupational choices and 
modified by the resulting experiences. Situational 
determinants particularly relevant to the self are 
the role expectations of others, which are 
incorporated into the self-concept after 
modi'fication by the individual's perception of 
them. 0 (p,.152). 

However, this self-actualization process does not appear 

, to be necessarily a satisfying, fulfilling one, supportive 

of one•s.self-concept. 
Super introduced the concept of vocational maturity 

which suggefta that as the individual matures vocationally, 
he passes through a seriee ot life et~ges, and each one 
of there corresponds to some phaE:e in the development 
of the individual's self-concept, Super (195?). He 

has attempted to integrate research and theoretical 
considerations, but his emrhaei$ hae been on the way in 
wbich the social environment can be manipulated a.nd used 
by the individual, rather than a concern with the way in 
which the social environment structures and influences 

the situations open to the individual. 
Roe and her associates. (1956, 1957, 1966), see the 

individual aa an integrated and organized whole, who 
ehould be classified according to his goals or needst 
whether they are conscious or not. She traces the 
individual's early psychosexual experiences, particularly 
those in the family and traces their effects on the 
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formation of needs and the patterning of psychic energy .. 
She sees an occupation as a primary eource of need 
EatiBfaction and arranges these goals or needs in a 

hierarchy of prepotency as defined by Maslow (1954). 
?ince, for many people in most Western com:tries, the 

majority of low level needs, such as physiological snd 
safety needs are sntiefied, according to Roe, it is the 
higher level need:::, such a::: the neede for esteem and 
self-actualization which are moct important in motivating 
vocational behaviour, particularly self-actualization. 

From her rather unsysteme.tic approach r::he selects 
r·epreis-entatives from various vocational fields and 

differentiate£ their perconality characteristics and 
needs. However, Roe does not rel2te specific needs to 
specific occupations. Inctead she notes that any 

occupation may serve to satisfy m::,edc at a. given level. 

Another theorict who has had considerable influence 
i.s Holland. Holland 0959, 1973) preeentr a theory 

which aeeumeg that at the time a perr-on chooi:::es his 

vocation he i£ a product of hiE heredity and his 
environment. Holland (1973) summarizeF his theory as 
follows., 

11 1 • Ill our culture, ~O!;:t personv can be categorized 
as one of six types: realistic, investigative, 
artistic, social, enterprieing, or conventional. 

2. There are six kinds of cnviron~ents: realietic, 
investigative, artic:tic. social, enterprif::!ing, 
and conventional. 

3. People search for environments that will let 
them exerciee their skille and abilities, express 
their attitudes and values, and take on agreeable 
problems end roles. 

4. A pareon's behaviour is determined by an 
interaction between his personality and the 
characteristics of his environment.u (pp. 2-4). 

rrhue, the choice of an occupation ie: an expre£sive 

act refle<:ting the individual 1 1: motivations, knowledge 
of the occupation in queEtion, his in12:I-ght and 
underf:tanding of himself, his personality and his 

abilitiee. lhe theory ha£' itF. £hortcomin£;E", such as 

the fact that hie subjectr:. are mainly a very homogeneous 

group of college students, none of his work carries 

--~--~---~-----------~-----



over to people actually on the job, and it has little 
support. Holland (1973, p.viii) notes this when he 
states "we may be wrongt but we are clear11• 

All theae theories seem to make either or both of 
the following assumptione about vocations. Firstly, 
vocational choice, as part of overall development and 
vocational development, is a process continuing for 
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a number of years. Secondly, this process of vocational 
choice, and particularly its eventual outcome is some 
vitally important aspect of the individual's life, and 
essential for his well-being. Such acsumptiona are not 
neceFearily so, and for many people a vocational choice 
and its eventual atta1nment 1 may not be such an important 
factor in their lives, 


